
Source Date Reader Rate Title
Amazon 11/10/2017 Minjon21 5 Mmmmmmm......

Amazon 05/08/2017 AZZ 5 Experience the world 
between the pages !

Title: Pleasure World



Amazon 02/06/2017 Dorthe 5 Cole Browning amaze 
me over and over with 
his talent for the …

Amazon 08/05/2016 Susanne Sturm 5 Dreams!

GoodReads 07/04/2016 Linda 5

Amazon 07/04/2016 Linda Amirkhizi 5 Sign me up!

Amazon 08/09/2015 April 5 Cole Browning has 
done it again! I was 
hooked ...

GoodReads 22/08/2015 Cheryl Riddell 5



Amazon 28/07/2015 Marcia Heastan 5 A World of Pleasure

GoodReads 26/07/2015 Marylynne 5

GoodReads 23/07/2015 Nicky Fitzmaurice 5
GoodReads 16/06/2015 Nancynshannon Underwood 5
GoodReads 28/05/2015 Kerry Ann 5



Amazon 27/03/2015 Tiger08 5 A LOT of great erotic 
sex, but with a decent 
plot as background.

GoodReads 26/03/2015 David Bailey 4
GoodReads 26/02/2015 susan Howard 5
Amazon 23/02/2015 Cheryl Riddell 5 Exhilerating, Liberating 

and so damn 
Hoooooooooot!



Amazon 18/02/2015 SaRah 5 All aboard Pleasure 
World!

GoodReads 04/01/2015 Rachel Brightey 3
Amazon 18/12/2014 Donna D'Andrea 5 This combined my two 

favourite types of 
books sci-fi and just 
down right naughty

Amazon 14/12/2014 Heidi Lis 5 Pleasure Pleasure 
Pleasure

GoodReads 10/11/2014 Shannon 5
GoodReads 29/10/2014 Tammy 5



Amazon 04/10/2014 Tammy Smith 5 Where is our Pleasure 
World?

Amazon 06/09/2014 Mary Forster 5 Hot Erotica



Amazon 21/08/2014 Amazon Customer 5 Sign Me Up!



GoodReads 07/08/2014 Wanda Phillips-Smith 5



Amazon 03/08/2014 Katie Theobald 5 scorching hot



Amazon 26/06/2014 Kelly 5 Wow wow holy crap 
that was hot



GoodReads 25/06/2014 Kelly Byrne 5



GoodReads 24/06/2014 Sarah Book Obsessed Kinnard 5



Amazon 24/05/2014 Sarah 5 Wowzer!!!

Amazon 22/04/2014 ShannyGaffney 5 A Very Steamy Erotic 
Read

Amazon 21/04/2014 Bexxful 4 A Pleasure to Read...



Amazon 18/10/2013 W.P. Smith 5 Pleasure World Indeed

Amazon 11/10/2013 Amazon Customer 5 Pleasure World is a 
pleasure

Amazon 28/08/2013 pat 5 Fantastic Read

Amazon 24/08/2013 Taylor Fulks 5 Erotica with a good 
story...



Amazon 24/08/2013 Taylor Fulks 5 Excellent writing...

Amazon 19/08/2013 W.P. Smith 5 Ready for a cruise!

Amazon 10/08/2013 Minx78 5 It was a Pleasure!!!!

Amazon 23/07/2013 Annette 5 Action for everyone

Amazon 21/06/2013 Funkycurves 5 Must read erotica



Amazon 03/05/2013 Heather 5 Out of the This world



Review
This was a great book. I'm a fan of sci-fi and this was so satisfying for me. 
Mr. Browning you did marvelous with this book. It has me wanting this to be 
a reality. Loved the structure of this book totally.

Mr Browning does it again .... a thrilling read, a tale of so many hearts and 
minds.

Pleasure, satisfaction, self discovery, indulgence all await you in this story. 
This book is packed full of characters that all have very different 
experiences, needs, desires and hopes.

A great read, I REALLY enjoyed this book, completely out of this world in 
every sense, there is something for everyone wrapped up in one sensual 
story. It's also a great study of the watching of people and how we all have 
the same basic needs and wants but how we seek that fulfilment is very 
different.

I can visualise each character and you really get to know them, which must 
be really hard to do in one book, so many different facets to the story. If you 
like indulgence, you'll love this book.



This book has shown me that even i'm not a fan of futuristic settings it can 
have sorts of hidden pleasures.. Cole Browning amaze me over and over 
with his talent for the little detail in this book.. a good read if you like to 
experince pleasures in all forms 😉
What a great read! Mostly the time I was sorry about the fact that this is 
fictional. I wish it could be a real opportunity and I could buy a ticket.!!
This story takes me away on a faszinating journey with hot dreams and 
amazing people.
I loved it! 

One very hot erotic read, Cole Browning has a way of drawing you in and 
keeping you there. I loved Lidia and Paul because they are truly a very 
happily married couple. If this place really existed I would grab my husband 
and be the first in line for the trip!
A very sexy read!!! Cole Browning has a way of drawing you in and keeping 
you there. I loved Lidia and Paul because they really were a very happily 
married couple. If this place every exists I'm grabbing my husband and 
booking two seats!!! I want to try 0g!!!!
Cole Browning has done it again! I was hooked on this book from the first 
chapter. This will keep you flipping the pages to find out what adventure 
will happen next and wishing you were on that cruise yourself! You really 
need this book!



I don't read a lot of sci-fi but bought this book because it was recommended 
to me and it sat on my kindle for awhile before I got a chance to read it. I 
hadn't read anything by this author yet but after reading this book I'm 
hooked and can't wait to read another by Cole Browning. This book took me 
on a cruise that I will never forget. You are taken to a world where you can 
experience every fantasy you have ever thought about and pleasures you 
didn't know you wanted until it happens. The book is focused on an older 
married couple, 3 girlfriends that win a trip and a single women. It was very 
well written in a way that I felt like I was right there enjoying all the erotic 
adventures with them and I couldn't put it down. If you want a fantastic 
erotic read then this is the book for you!. I need my ticket for the next cruise 
to Pleasure World!

This book is absolutely a must read! I love the characters and believe me if I 
could take a trip like these characters do I would in a heart beat! Story lines 
are great you really get to feel the characters! 

WOW WOW we should all go on a cruise like this!!! Enjoyable and very sexy 
read !!!



Great erotica! Nothing is left to the imigination, but the sex scenes are not 
overly graphic in detail or any excessive nasty language. Language does not 
offend me, but some books have so many F*** words that it detracts from 
the story. The plot follows several people throughout their futuristic travet 
to and from a small planet known as Pleasure World where any sexual 
pleasure you can imagine is available, including a number that one would 
never imagine could occur! Imaginative story. I don't review plots, but will 
say that there is one miracle that changes a young woman's life forever. 
Everyone followed in the plot becomes more sexually liberated and open to 
new sexual pleasures when they return to earth. A lot of good erotic sex, 
but with a plot line that makes it erotica and not the p"** word.

This Book has it all, literally. I have never been that much of a fan of 
fantasy/romance but Cole Browning has changed my views. The book is 
soooo hot, I had to fan myself often. Cole has shown a maturity in his 
writing skill that I haven't seen before, it was refreshing to have a book 
where you don't just skim through because you know what is going to be 
written, but is a book that that makes you sit up and read every single word. 
The characters are well written and draw you in,and can I say the sex scenes 
are OFF THE CHARTS. Well done Cole looking forward to reading more of 
your work



Where do I start?

I felt like a third person in each of the stories... almost like I was 
experiencing what each of the characters were. I was hooked and drawn in 
from the beginning. Cole Brownings writing style is clever because not many 
authors have managed to make me sit, stay and read from cover to cover in 
one sitting.

I recommend you board the Calypso, and enjoy the ride... the ride is hot!!

On to the next one now :)

This combined my two favourite types of books sci-fi and just down right 
naughty. I found myself unable to put it down wanting to see what would 
happen next. Just downloaded two more of his books Haven retreat and 
Christmas magic can't wait to read them next!

Wow..Pleasure World is a great name for this book. Every chapter you get 
to follow the characters wild ride of pleasure they happen to stumble upon. 
If only there was a real shuttle ride to a place called Pleasure World. I 
enjoyed this read for several reasons. The fantasy aspect was over the top 
creative and sexually charged. It was so fun to imagine what was coming up 
next.

Cole Browning did a masterful job of creating a book based on a place called 
the Pleasure World!! And what a pleasure it was..



There is more sex is this book than any other I've read!! I don't think there is 
anyone who wouldn't want to visit a Pleasure World! There is a bit of 
everything in this book. You get romance, sex, aliens, sex, marines, sex!! It's 
very hard not to get caught up in the adventures of all the characters, what 
rooms next? What's going to happen in that room? And then OMG! I want 
to visit that room!!
Amongst all of the pleasure you get to know why the characters are there. 
What do they want to achieve? Do they get it? Everything is covered in this 
book. Your not left hanging. Overall it is a great erotic/Scifi/fantasy story!!
I would recommend this book to anyone who loves a good story with the 
right amount of romance and erotica. I promise you will not be 
disappointed!!

From the beginning to the end you will feel what is happening in the book. I 
wish I was one that went to Pleasure World. The passengers board a cruise 
that will lead them to the shuttle to get to Calypso where they will get to 
experience all different types of pleasure.

This is a very hot read and I needed a change of panties. This author is good.



This book was recommended by Mr. Browning himself. Of course, I didn't 
know what I thought about reading a sci-fi book. I have read a couple of 
them previously, but honest to god... who wants to read about men having 
all sorts of tentacles and blue people? Not that I am knocking it if you 
happen to like those sorts of things, but I am not a big fan of reading it.

Mr. Browning assured me that there were no men with tentacles, and just a 
bit of the sci-fi element. OK! I took his word on it and bought it.

To my astonishment I completely enjoyed this book immensely!!! Not only 
was it a hot read, it was amusing at times, and devilishly fun. By 16% or was 
it 19%, I was hooked! I wanted to sign up for this cruise! I even tweeted 
something about a certain young Marine named Matt, that was a total 
hottie and had a short stint in the book. I couldn't help it. He was freaking 
yummy!

The rest of the book had me on pins and needles to see what adventures 
were coming up next and what rooms were going to be used. Oh hell! I 
think my favorite was the 0g room! LOL! If you want to know what the heck 
I am talking about, you have to read it!! Keeping to his word; there weren't 
any men with tentacles (THANK GOD!) I don't think I would of handled that 
very well... Not to say that there weren't any interesting gadgets or erm, 
other things. :) The end of the book was cut rather short, and I felt like it 
was incomplete. Maybe because I was hoping for more fun. But whatever 
the case, it was an awesome read!

So, if you want a great erotic sci-fi read, this one is most definitely the one 
for you! I recommend that you read this on the weekend, or when you have 



I'm a writer myself of the Contemporary Romance Genre but had not until 
Pleasure World, read an Erotica genre. I was surprised by the softness of the 
contents not so overpowering it would distract me from it. A plot wish was 
unimaginable had been laid out and held my attention throughout. The 
characters, the places, the descriptions of them and the places make 
Pleasure World a great read. It was carefully thought out and left nothing to 
the imagination! I highly recommend this book to anyone looking for a great 
adult read. I can only say, if I'm ever rich, Pleasure World is on my list of 
trips!



You are about to travel on the space cruiser "The Calypso" but are you 
ready to take on the
Pleasure World...

Set in the future, a group of passengers, rather than the main 
couple/characters, are about to
embark on a cruise unlike no other. Off on this cruise are, Paul & Lidia, a 
wealthy married
couple in their 50's. Tina, Jo & Marsha, three friends who won their place on 
the cruise in a
competition and Belinda a young woman battling her own personal 
demons. They are but a
few of the passenger's we meet aboard The Calypso along with the staff 
accompanying them.

Rather than just 1 story line we follow all these different passenger's and 
the various others they
meet on this cruise, which is more than just your average holiday 
destination. It's more a
discovery of their sexual desires, experiences and adventures during the 
assent, their time at
Pleasure World and their decent back to reality and their regular lives.
This book is packed full of sex, self discovery, explicit erotic adventures and 
a hell of a lot
more sex and I thoroughly enjoyed every minute of it.



Sometimes in life we find something worth raving about and I'm here to tell 
you I found it in cole Brownings words So I asked cole browning why I 
needed his books in my life and he promised me a 3d experience to his 
writing well he lied big fat lies forget 3d I think he meant 4d I felt every act 
every sensation I could smell the arousal that pleasure world had to offer
By the end of the book I wanted to google how to get myself on board that 
cruise find myself a Matt and have an adventure like no other
This book offered me an experience I have yet to find in any other book so 
needless to say mr cole browning has found a huge fan in me
His book offered me everything I look for in a book and then some I'm 
soooo glad I found his work and can't wait to read what else he has to offer
I highly recommend this book if you are looking for a good story with some 
extreme sexiness and a helluva lot of mind blowing sex you need this this 
book in your life it'll leave you a lil hot under the collar and begging for more
Mr browning thank you thank you thank you!! There are no words I can use 
to do this book justice as your the writer not me I'm just a major book lover 
and I'm so glad I've come across your words



this book well holy shit this book was HOT!!

sometimes in life we find something worth raving about and I'm here to tell 
you I found it in Cole Browning's words

so I asked Cole Browning to tell me why I needed his books in my life and he 
promised me a 3d experience to his writing and let me tell you forget 3d I 
think he meant 4d I felt every act every sensation i could smell the the 
arousal that pleasure world had to offer
by the end of the book I wanted to Google how to get myself on board that 
cruise find myself a matt and have an adventure like no other
this book offered me an experience I have yet to find in any other book
so needless to say Mr Cole browning has found a huge fan in me his book 
offered me everything I look for in a book and then some I'm so glad I've 
found his work and can't wait to read what else he has to offer
I highly recommend this book if you are looking for a good story with some 
extreme sexiness and a helluva lot of mind blowing sex you need this book 
in your life it'll leave you a lil hot under the collar and begging for more
Mr browning thank you thank you thank you!! there are no words i can use 
to do this book justice as your the writer not me I'm just a major book lover 
and I'm so glad I've come across your words



Great book, lots of pure unadulterated sex and pleasure, with lots of 
different types of people learning new sensual pleasures not only about 
themselves but about others on the trip! No room to be shy on this cruise 
that is for sure!!! I want to go on one like NOW!!! I really liked the mix of Sci-
Fi and Erotica to this novel, which i thoroughly enjoyed, i've always enjoyed 
mixed genres usually i go for Erotica & Thriller, which i love, but this mix of 
Erotica and Sci-fi made for a very nice pleasurable change!! Definitely worth 
the read in my eyes. A totally HOT HOT HOT book, that will have you 
gasping and begging for more!!!

I was recommended this by a friend of mine, i had never heard of the 
author Cole Browning before, but after reading this one, i will with out a 
doubt be buying and reading more of his books.

Well done Cole for a very exciting and pleasurable read in more ways than 
one!!! I look forward to reading more of your work.



Great book, lots of pure unadulterated sex and pleasure, with lots of 
different types of people learning new sensual pleasures not only about 
themselves but about others on the trip! No room to be shy on this cruise 
that is for sure!!! I want to go on one like NOW!!! I really liked the mix of Sci-
Fi and Erotica to this novel, which i thoroughly enjoyed, i've always enjoyed 
mixed genres usually i go for Erotica & Thriller, which i love, but this mix of 
Erotica and Sci-fi made for a very nice pleasurable change!! Definitely worth 
the read in my eyes. A totally HOT HOT HOT book, that will have you 
gasping and begging for more!!!

I was recommended this by a friend of mine, i had never heard of the 
author Cole Browning before, but after reading this one, i will with out a 
doubt be buying and reading more of his books.

Well done Cole for a very exciting and pleasurable read in more ways than 
one!!! I look forward to reading more of your work!!!

Author Cole Browning's words will give you dripping wet dreams. Pleasure 
World is a story that pulls you into this world of pure pleasurable 
experiences. There are hot erotic scenes that make you feel you are there. 
You will not be able to put the book down. Go Buy this book NOW!!!!!!

Yeah I liked this, enjoyable, filled with a lot of pleasure. A cruise you would 
definitely want to be on, then you can experience all the luxuries that 
Pleasure World offers! And holy jesus, there is a lot to be tried either on 
your own or as a couple. It's well written blending sci-fi and erotica 
together. I would recommend. Raw, graphic and arousing. I want a ticket 
NOW!!



I'm a writer myself of the Contemporary Romance Genre but had not until 
Pleasure World, read an Erotica genre. I was surprised by the softness of the 
contents not so overpowering it would distract me from it. A plot wish was 
unimaginable had been laid out and held my attention throughout. The 
characters, the places, the descriptions of them and the places make 
Pleasure World a great read. It was carefully thought out and left nothing to 
the imagination! I highly recommend this book to anyone looking for a great 
adult read. I can only say, if I'm ever rich, Pleasure World is on my list of 
trips!

Cole Browning spins a story that takes the erotica into the futuristic world 
with imagination. I am not a huge fan of scifi usually, but this is one 
exception. Cole took a science fiction setting from the future and put in the 
perfect amount of erotica and suspense He takes the reader on a wild ride 
and into a world in which anything can and does happen. Well done, Cole!

The name of this book says it all. Every page and character sends you on a 
pleasure cruise yourself. I was thrilled on every page that sent my own heart 
racing. Very rare a book can do that, and this book certainly can. I would 
recommend this book to everyone. Worth more than 5 stars.

I love erotica as long as it has a good story to go with the sex. This book 
delivers. The scenes and characters are believable and the author melds 
romance, erotica, and sci-fi together effortlessly. The story is well written 
from beginning to end.

I would recommend this book to anyone that loves a good story with just 
the right touch of erotica. You won't be disappointed.



I love erotica as long as it has a good story to go with the sex. This book 
delivers. The scenes and characters are believeable and the author melds 
romance, erotica, and sci-fi together effortlessly. The story is well written 
from beginning to end.

I would recommend this book to anyone that loves a good story with just 
the right touch of erotica. You won't be disappointed.
Not being one much into erotica, thinking of it as always being "dirty" or 
even"naughty" but PLEASURE WORLD" was nothing like I imagined! Took 
me a while off & on to finish it but the writer captured somehow the 
imagination of travel to space on a PLEASURE cruise. It keeps you riveted 
with thoughts of what's next in the realm of our your fantasies and for the 
first time I can admit I love erotica! It's more an erotic, romantic interlude 
somehow activating the inner deep feelings of Paul & Lidia as well as three 
single young ladies cast into a pleasure trip you will not soon forget! I have 
recommended quite a few books but this is my first in this genre. All I can 
truly say is pack your bags, grab your mate or friends & book your ticket to 
PLEASURE WORLD!

Cole Browning's 'Pleasure World' was like no other erotica that I have read. 
The imagination used was fantastic. Climb aboard the Calypso and meet 
some of the passengers about to explore the wonders of Pleasure World, a 
trip like no other! With a wonderful assortment of scenes, it'll leave you 
destined to your own 'pleasure world'. Loved this read and can't wait to 
read more of Cole's work. :-) x

For pure erotic action you can't go past this book. Cole Browning can only 
get better! Thanks for the journey
Cole brings together erotica and sci-fi effortlessly, the characters are both 
believable and enjoyable as we see them on their journey about finding 
their true pleasures and their selves made it a joy to read.



Cole Browning's Pleasure World took me on a mind blowing journey. An 
erotic adventure for me to read and for the characters to find out. As erotic 
literature goes - he beats everyone hands down. The men and women on 
the Calypso all gave me something to think about and a lesson on how 
experience can change a person. Loved it. Go buy it now....


